Exact solutions for planar Weitzenboch geometries in generalized teleparallel gravity with torsion is presented. The model predicted the existence of Moller, Kattler-Wittaker and planar de-Sitter geometries for different forms of action.
been investigated previously (for a complete list of all classical of solutions, see Sec.15 of [1] ). From string theory we also need such plane gravitating objects as the source of the plane domain walls. The geometry of the plane has more freedom for consideration in comparison to the localized sources with associated symmetry of sources. The axial symmetry on a non compact sub-space reduces to the plane symmetry.
In modified gravity the plane symmetry also plays an important role as the preferred symmetry in some cases. In modification of the usual Einstein gravity by curvature terms, the so called f (R) gravity, proposed recently (see [2] and references in it) the planar solutions have been investigated [3] . In nonrelativistic regime of gravity, for example in Horava-Lifshitz gravity [4] - [9] , this type of solution has been proposed to solve the problem of negative cosmological constant. Also, another kinds of planar solutions in relation to the monopole in general relativity have been investigated [10] . Recently, the generalized teleparallel gravity achieves great success in the description of the gravity, not as a effect of curvature but as the effect of torsion [11] - [128] . Different kinds of exact solutions has been investigated in the framework of this new alternative gravity . In this paper we want to derive the field equations for planar symmetry in f(T) gravity and investigate some possible solutions which have more physical meanings than others known until now. So, our point of view is from the physical importance, not pure mathematical aspects.
The plan of this work is as follows: In section II, we review the static perfect fluids in general relativity (GR). In sections III-IV the formalism of f(T) generalized teleparallel is motivated for plane symmetry. In section V, the reduction formalism is presented and contains a significant fact about the non equivalence of teleparallel TEGR and GR at level of action in plane symmetry. In section VI, the vacuum solutions in absence of an effective cosmological constant is obtained. Also, we proved the existence of Moller space time in our model. The section VII is devoted to the study the constant torsion solutions motivated by the existence of a planar de-Sitter solution. Section VIII presented the Kottler family of solutions as a singularity free solution. The conclusion is presented in the last section.
Static Plane-symmetric perfect fluid solutions in GR
The general form of a static plane symmetric solution is defined by [129] ,
where it has been assumed that this metric has a perfect fluid source with isentropical components with the fundamental equation of state p = p(ρ) or ρ = ρ(p) where here p is the principal pressure component with the maximum eigenvalue of the energy momentum tensor along a timelike hypersurface orthogonal spacetime and ρ the energy component which satisfies the null energy condition as well. The Einstein field equations give us the following two solvable differential equations [1] ,
If we know the equations of state then integration straightforwardly gives us the metric functions
. Several kinds of the reconstruction mechanism can be used here to find new solutions. Also, the system exhibits a conservation equation in terms of the pressure and the reduced metric function as the following
So, if we prescribe the explicit form of G(z) from the continuity equation we can obtain p(z) and ν = ν(z)
as quadrators. Also the reconstruction of the exact solutions using the equation of state is possible. The most simplest case is a barotropic one with p = (γ − 1)ρ. Specially, for ρ = const the solutions have been obtained [129] . Such static solutions with plane-symmetric perfect fluids can be investigated as special algebraic sub-cases of the Levi-Civita static cylindrically-symmetric solutions.
The basic concepts from f (T ) theory
For a general spacetimes metric, we can define the line element as
This metric can be projected in the tangent space to the manifold, using the representation of the tetrad matrix, where the line element is,
where
The square root of the metric determinant is given by √ −g = det e i µ = e. Now, we describe the spacetime through the tetrad matrix and then define the Weitzenbock's connection as [130] 
Through (9)- (11), we define the scalar torsion scalar as
where we used the units G = c = 1 and the Φ A are the matter fields. Considering the action (13) 
where T ν µ is the energy momentum tensor,
If we consider f (T ) = a 1 T + a 0 , the TT is recovered with a cosmological constant.
In the next section, we will make some considerations for the manifold symmetries in order to obtain simplifications in the equations of motion and the specific solutions of these symmetries.
Planar geometry
We consider from the beginning the tetrads matrix as the fundamental fields of the f (T ) theory. Now, in the same way that the frames were constructed for the TT theory in [132] and [133, 134] , our tetrad ansatz is elaborated by fixing the degree of freedom as follows e µ 0 = u µ , where u µ is the four velocity of an observer in free fall, and e 
Using the relations (6) and (7), one can write the components of the metric, through the line element of planar and static spacetimes as
with r = |z| and z is the Cartesian coordinate. This choice of tetrad matrices is not unique, because the aim of letting the line element invariant under local Lorentz transformations is to obtain the form (6).
Using (15) , one can obtain e = det e i µ = √ ABC. The components of the torsion (9), contorsion (10) and tensor S µν α (11) are give by
where the prime ( ′ ) denotes the derivative with respect to the coordinate r. The torsion scalar (12) is
The energy-momentum tensor is
One can now re-write the equations of motion (14) for the planar symmetry as
where the equation x − x is the same as y − y (p x (r) = p y (r)).
Reduction formalism
In this section by investigating the Riemannian curvature scalar and the scalar torsion we will explain the non equivalence between the results of the Einstein (General relativity (GR) ) and teleparallel gravity (TEGR) at the level of action and also field equations in the presence of a planar source. First, we derive the expression of R, T and the equivalence between the TEGR and GR in the level of action for planar case. The Ricci scalar reads
So, using (19, 24) we obtain
Then, we have the following action
where we used e = √ −g, d 4 x ∼ dr over a planar configuration. By integrating by part and assuming
we finally obtain
It means that obviously R = T and further we have
Therefore, the essential dynamical features of the Einstein case and the TEGR Lagrangian are different and so the general global equivalence between GR and TEGR in plane symmetry is broken. Indeed, this equivalent depends on the symmetry and also the topology and not only the metric (geometry) [130] .
Since the plane symmetry can be treated as a special sub-case of a more general axial (precisely it is cylindrical) symmetric objects, the equivalence also will be broken in any other geometry with symmetry (topology) of non spherical shape.
Vacuum solutions with vanishing cosmological constant
Following [136] we first classify vacuum solutions with f (T ) = T . In this case of TEGR, the solution is given by the following general metric
The form of the metric given in (30) makes us ready to investigate the coordinate independent physical properties of the system. The first note is, if we perform a coordinate isomorphism transformation on the coordinate r → r 1 = r 1 (r) then the metric function C(r) preserves the same form as C(r) → C 1 (r 1 ) = C[r(r 1 )]. It can be shown that there exists a unique one to one conformal map (or conformastationary)
between the two forms of metric, one with C(r) and another obtain by C 1 (r 1 ), so if we write the metric as ds 2 , dŝ 2 , then the existence of the conformationary map means
where here the conformal factor must be read as the complete conformal function or particularly as the conformstationary factor. Also, it is easy to show that (30) with R = 0, we take the metric function in the following form:
For the solution (30) the expression of T reduces to the following form:
In analogue to the GR, the torsion singularities exist in the following points
For a general class of the metric functions C(r), the possible singularities locate at
showing the existence of a coordinate singularity. Another particular solutions depend on the specific choices of the metric function C(r). For a more general point of view, the restrictions on the form of metric functions C(r) is just it must be positive at least for r ≥ r * , monotonic and continuous in a range of the coordinate r. The metric of (30) represents gravitational configuration of a massive body. The range of the coordinate can be any of these possible intervals :r ∈ (r * , ∞), r 1 ≤ r ≤ r 2 . For example if the metric denotes a planar analogue of a Schwarzschild-de-Sitter(Anti de-Sitter) metric the last interval of coordinate is refereed. The proper physical distance is defined by the following integral
From this proper physical distance we conclude that the possible singularities locate at the finite distance (physical distance) of the plane. The (36) explicitly gives us the distance and it depends only on the metric function C(r).
Existence of Moller spacetime
Also, (30) produces the Moller solution as a special subclass [137] . To recover the Moller solution we perform the transformation C(r)dr = dw, and it is easy to show that (30) recovers the Moller spacetime
The behaviour of the null geodesics in (30) is very interesting. The null photon path gives us
For monotonic function C(r) can be integrated to obtain
Another representation of (30) is
In this coordinate system there is no gauge freedom for metric and the singularity structure of the metric can be investigated in a coordinate independent form. The Torsion singularity can be read from the poles of the following function
The poles read
The first singularity is naked singularity and the next one is an horizon singularity.
Vacuum solutions for T = Constant
In GR, the family of planar constant curvature solutions in vacuum has been previously introduced [138, 139] . The case of T = constant is the analogies of such families in generalized teleparallel gravity of us. So, we study this case. If we restrict to T = T 0 , then the system of Eqs. (21-23) integrated easily for the following set of the metric functions:
there exists a large class of f (T ) models which can satisfy this metric as the special solution. The viable model of f (T ) which satisfies all the field equations is given by the following function
We report this paper before as the special case of the models which posses the Noether symmetry [140] .
The viability is easy to be checked because as we showed before, it granted acceleration expansion and also from the cosmographic descriptions. It is interesting that the following metric can produce the deSitter solution in planar form as a special representation. In GR, people showed this fact by the use of a
Rindler type of coordinates. Such coordinate transformation also here is valid. The solution we obtained for the viable model of f (T ) ∼ T 3/4 is singularity free as you can check by direct search of the poles of the torsion scalar (19).
Kottler-Wittaker family
Another solution can be obtained by setting T = T 0 in the (21-23) and by carefully investigating the solutions. The following solution also satisfies the field equations in constant torsion case
This solution corresponds to zero torsion as we see from (19)
This solution is the torsion-like analogous of the previously solution in GR with R = 0, obtained in [141] .
The line element reads
From this metric and also by assuming T = 0 we obtain A(r) = 1 − 2gr − λr 2 .
By putting λ = 0 this solution shows the Rindler space time, the spacetime of a moving free falling particle in constant gravitational field, for example the metric a test particle near the Earth. About the algebraic expression of f (T ) here, we can propose any function being non singular around T = 0.
Conclusions
The existence of planar solutions in a general f(T) gravity has been discussed in this paper. We derived the full system of equations of motion using the tetrad formalism. We showed that at level of action, the GR action and TEGR have different kinds of physics due to a non conservative (not conserved Noether ) charge term. This non local additional term break the equivalence of the linear torsion and EinsteinHilbert action at level of action. Also, we showed that there exists different family of exact solutions from constant torsion families to the singularity free models. The solutions had different interesting physical meaning. In the case of vacuum constant torsion, the model predicts a f (T ) ∼ T 3/4 previously obtained by imposing the Noether symmetry as the point-like symmetry of Lagrangian. Existence of de-Sitter spacetime in planar forms is useful for construct a gauge/gravity duality model in a torsion spacetime.
